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Thank you
to our
Sponsors,
co-hosts,
speakers,
organizing
committee

Thank you to Meg Rivett, Our one
woman operating committee

Momentum is growing: EVs are on their
way to becoming dominant powertrain

EV infrastructure is coming on-line

But… the journey is not a linear or simple one

You will hear details today but a few of
the challenges include:
❑Range limits and anxiety
❑Variable and slow charging infrastructure: limited number of charge
points
❑Need for driver training
❑Inability to get vehicles: Supply chain disruptions
❑Inadequate supply of batteries and battery metals
❑Inadequate maintenance facilities
❑High costs of vehicles & price shocks in precious metals
❑Concerns about grid sufficiency
❑ etc

Just a reminder that we believe there is no
single solution for sustainable transportation
Sustainable transportation needs to include:
❑CNG
❑Biodiesel
❑Vehicles for all classes and needs
❑Hydrogen solutions
❑Telematics
❑Better software and solutions
We believe the solution will likely include buckshot not a silver bullet
approach

Please welcome
Mike Wankum
oStormTeam 5’s weeknight
meteorologist & weather
anchor
oMike joined Channel 5 in
December of 2006 and has
been forecasting weather in
Boston for nearly three
decades.
oMike is an award-winning
meteorologist with 16 regional
Emmy Awards for weather
coverage & technology
reporting.

The materials contained in this presentation are designed for the sole use by the board of directors or senior
management of the Client and solely for the limited purposes described in the presentation. The materials shall not be
copied or given to any person or entity other than the Client (“Third Party”) without the prior written consent of BCG.
These materials serve only as the focus for discussion; they are incomplete without the accompanying oral commentary
and may not be relied on as a stand-alone document. Further, Third Parties may not, and it is unreasonable for any
Third Party to, rely on these materials for any purpose whatsoever. To the fullest extent permitted by law (and except
to the extent otherwise agreed in a signed writing by BCG), BCG shall have no liability whatsoever to any Third Party,
and any Third Party hereby waives any rights and claims it may have at any time against BCG with regard to the
services, this presentation, or other materials, including the accuracy or completeness thereof. Receipt and review of
this document shall be deemed agreement with and consideration for the foregoing.
BCG does not provide fairness opinions or valuations of market transactions, and these materials should not be relied on
or construed as such. Further, the financial evaluations, projected market and financial information, and conclusions
contained in these materials are based upon standard valuation methodologies, are not definitive forecasts, and are not
guaranteed by BCG. BCG has used public and/or confidential data and assumptions provided to BCG by the Client.
BCG has not independently verified the data and assumptions used in these analyses. Changes in the underlying data or
operating assumptions will clearly impact the analyses and conclusions.
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